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I. Opening of Meeting: 

 

Treasurer Goldberg opened the meeting at 10:09 a.m. 

 

II. Approval of Minutes from February 24, 2015 

 

Treasurer Goldberg asked the Commission to accept the minutes of the meeting from 

February 24, 2015.   Commissioner Benison made a motion to accept the minutes of the 

meeting. Counselor Levine seconded the motion. The minutes were approved 4-0 at 10:11 

a.m. 

 

III. Executive Director’s Report 

a. Sales Update 

b. Marketing Update 

 

Since there were many new faces in the room, Executive Director Bresnahan suggested that 

all in attendance briefly introduce themselves (see above list of members and attendees 

present). Following introductions, Treasurer Goldberg thanked outgoing Comptroller and 

Lottery Commissioner Martin Benison for being an incredible public servant to the 

Commonwealth for the past 30 years and praised him on being a tremendous advisor.  She 

continued by remarking that although we are unhappy to see him go, we are looking forward 

to his participation today, and also look forward for a chance to work with him again in the 

future. Comptroller Benison thanked the Treasurer for her kind words, saying that he enjoyed 

his position and although it was a hard decision, it was the right time to move to the private 

sector both for him and his family.  

 

Executive Director Bresnahan began the meeting by announcing that March was National 

Compulsive Gambling Awareness Month and introduced Marlene Warner, Executive 

Director of the Massachusetts Council on Compulsive Gambling. She asked her to say a few 

words about the Council and to provide an update on the activities that took place during the 

month. Executive Director Warner gave a brief overview of the agency and in doing so, 

praised the Lottery for  their collaborative efforts in helping connect people in need to the 

Council’s services. She pointed out that the number one way that people find out about the 

Council is by the 1-800 number printed on Massachusetts Lottery tickets and posted on 

Lottery terminals.  

 

Following the overview of the Council and its services, Executive Director Bresnahan 

reviewed the Lottery’s February sales, noting that performance had been impacted by the 

record amount of snow that had fallen during the month. She detailed that overall game sales 

fell $11 million as compared to sales in February 2014, informing the Commission that the 

Instant Ticket sales were down $12 million, while Mega Millions, the NUMBERS Game and 

KENO each experienced a $1 million sales decline. Mass Cash and Jackpot Poker both saw 

minimal sales declines. 

 

Executive Director Bresnahan went on to say that there were three games in the portfolio that 

had sales increases during February: Powerball was up by $5 million due to a jackpot that 



grew to $564.1 million in mid-month, and Megabucks Doubler and Lucky for Life also saw 

slight sales increases. 

 

She proceeded to discuss the estimated prize payout for the month, which was 72.44 percent, 

compared to 73.84 percent in February 2014. She also noted that while there was a slight 

year-over-year decrease, the estimated FY15 prize payout through February was 72.32 

percent as compared to 71.59 percent for the first eight months of FY14, and went on to say 

that this has decreased the year-over-year net profit by an estimated $4.3 million. 

 

Executive Director Bresnahan explained that the payout percentage fluctuates based on the 

timing of when players cash in their prizes. She said that over the course of a fiscal year, the 

prize payout typically averages out to the budgeted rate and the Lottery budgeted a 72.7 

percent prize payout for FY15.  

 

After providing an overview of March sales, Executive Director Bresnahan went over the 

charts detailing each individual game’s performance (see Executive Director’s Report for 

charts). In doing so, the following discussions ensued: 

 

 MARCH INSTANT TICKET SALES: The four “Multiplier” themed tickets released 

in early March sold extremely well with the $1.00 ticket generating just over $1.8 

million; the $2.00 ticket sold over $7.27 million; the $5 ticket sold just over $19.2 

million; and the $10.00 ticket did over $30.6 million. She went on to say that in just 

four weeks, these four games have collectively amassed over $59 million in sales.  

 

 ULTIMATE GARDEN PARTY: The Lottery’s newest $5.00 instant ticket, the 

Ultimate Garden Party, was unveiled at the meeting. This unique game offers a mix 

of instant cash prizes and unprecedented experiential prizes awarded through Second 

Chance Drawings – including an “All Access Garden Party Pass” that consists of two 

premium seats to all ticketed events at the TD Garden for an entire year, a parking 

pass for each event, and $25,000 cash. This game concept was created by the staff at 

the Massachusetts Lottery, and was carried forth by working with executives at the 

TD Garden and Lottery vendor, MDI. Treasurer Goldberg said that she thought this 

game would also serve as good advertising for TD Garden and Executive Director 

Bresnahan explained that that this game is timely as it will indeed help them to 

commemorate the 20th anniversary of the building. The Executive Director showed 

the Point of Sale (P.O.S.) advertising, social media graphics, and digital advertising, 

including a 30-second produced spot, to support the new game. In total, the Lottery 

invested $35,000 in advertising dollars for the media buy. Additionally, she detailed a 

free promotion, Ultimate Garden Party Dream Contest, through which fans could 

submit an essay detailing what their ultimate experience at the TD Garden is, with 

one winner receiving a prize related to their dream experience.  

 

Treasurer Goldberg took the opportunity to note that the Massachusetts Lottery has 

the lowest ad budget in the country for its size and that it creates contests such as 

Ultimate Garden Party Dream to stretch its budget, be innovative and generate 

earned media buzz.  

 



 RED SOX DOUBLE PLAY SECOND CHANCE PROMOTION: To help re-

invigorate sales for the $5 Red Sox-themed Instant Ticket released in 2009, and the 

$2 ticket released in 2014, the Lottery and its vendor, MDI Entertainment, developed 

this promotion that provides every entry made into the two tickets’ respective Second 

Chance Drawings from April 6th to May 4thwith a bonus to win cash prizes ranging 

from $20 to $2,000 and an additional chance to win $200,000. Executive Director 

Bresnahan showed P.O.S advertising for this promotion. Commissioner Salvidio, 

who was attending his first meeting as a newly-sworn-in Commissioner, asked 

Executive Director Bresnahan a series of questions regarding the process of 

developing new games. She informed him that the Lottery conducts focus group 

testing with existing players on new game concepts to see what will resonate with 

players in this marketplace as well as a way to refine existing concepts. 

Commissioner Salvidio went on to ask if all games had shelf lives or if there were 

game favorites that lasted forever. Executive Director Bresnahan explained that there 

are what the industry refers to as “baseline games” that the Lottery reintroduces 

because of their popularity, such as the Cashword games, and now the “Multiplier” 

games are falling into that category, though they refine the features with each release 

to keep them fresh and exciting. 

 

 OTHER GAME SALES: Executive Director Bresnahan moved on to discuss KENO 

sales in February, which were down $1 million dollars due to fewer people coming 

out during the snowy weather. She then explained that Jackpot Poker sales were 

down $282,000 for the month, and Treasurer Goldberg pointed out that this game 

would be replaced this calendar year with a less complicated offering. Executive 

Director Bresnahan noted that although the  Jackpot Poker game was not the success 

the Lottery had hoped for, KENO sales were up more than $23 million for the year 

and have more than made up for the performance of Jackpot Poker.  

 

Numbers Game sales were down approximately $1.3 million for the month; Mass 

Cash sales were down by $126,000; Lucky for Life monthly sales were up $2,398 

thanks to the game changes that occurred in late January that served to improve the 

game. Although the weather was poor all month, Executive Director Bresnahan was 

pleased to announce that the Lottery did see slight re-invigoration in game sales. 

Executive Director Bresnahan then discussed Mega Millions’ monthly sales, which 

were down just over $1 million for the month, and that Powerball sales were up  

$4.91 million due to a hefty jackpot offering.  

 

Executive Director Bresnahan concluded the Sales and Marketing Report by recapping the 

overall sales, and summarizing that year-to date sales for the first eight months of the fiscal 

year were up $106 million, or 3.4 percent, overall. 

 

IV. Votes presented to the Commission 

 

VOTE (1): Treasurer Goldberg asked for a motion authorizing the Executive Director to enter 

in a three (3) year contract for Acrylic Dispensers and Displays with LD Plastics and 

Displays, and MP Plastics, LLC with a maximum obligation assumed under the contract not 

to exceed $2,401,440.00. 



 

Comptroller Benison made the motion to enter into the contract, Counselor Levine seconded 

the motion. 

 

Counselor Egan introduced the vote and explained that this recommendation is the result of a 

competitive procurement through which five companies submitted timely responses. He 

explained that the Lottery’s procurement team went through and determined that of the five 

submissions received, two companies, based on their variety of dispensers, provided the best 

value for the MSLC. He also highlighted some of the procurement team’s reasons appearing 

in the memorandum in the vote book.  Counselor Egan then asked Michael Lorden, Lottery 

Director of Sales and Regional Operations, to share an overview of the product samples 

provided. Mr. Lorden presented the group with three of the six units that were evaluated, 

beginning with a sample of a 10-game Unit Display.  He explained further that these displays 

are also available in 15 and 20 units, and the various sizes are distributed to retailers based on 

their store needs.  Mr. Lorden also presented the group with what is known in the industry as 

a “KENO Tent.” These dispensers are used to hold KENO bet slips and pencils, and are 

conveniently placed on tables in restaurants and bars where the game is sold. He continued to 

discuss the team’s evaluation of the products presented and the criteria that was used in 

scoring. Commissioner Salvidio inquired about the average cost of the items being shown.  

Mr. Lorden responded that the tents are approximately $15.50 each and that the dispensers 

cost between $100 and $140 each based on the size. Treasurer Goldberg thanked Mr. Lorden 

for his presentation and Counselor Egan concluded the discussion by sharing that the Lottery 

has previously successfully conducted business with both LD Plastics and Displays and LD 

Plastics. He said that based on the PMT’s evaluation, these two companies provided the best 

value for the Lottery.  

 

Treasurer Goldberg recognizing there was no further discussion moved the motion to a vote.  

For the reasons stated above and in the meeting materials, the Commission voted 4-0 to adopt 

the motion. 

 

VOTE (2): Treasurer Goldberg asked for a motion authorizing the Executive Director to enter 

into a five (5) year contract for network communication services with Verizon Enterprise 

Solutions with a maximum obligation assumed under the contract not to exceed 

$40,006,348.00. 

 

Commissioner Salvidio made the motion to enter into the contract and Comptroller Benison 

seconded the motion. 

 

Treasurer Goldberg began the discussion by noting that this project has been in the queue for 

some time and is necessary to undertake because the frame relay system that the Lottery 

currently relies on will soon be discontinued by the provider. She went on to say that this 

transition to wireless is a significant move. Executive Director Bresnahan pointed out that the 

current contract with Verizon will expire in December of this year, and Verizon has indicated 

it will no longer support the frame relay technology starting in 2016.  Therefore it is 

imperative that we proceed in a timely manner. She continued by informing  the           

Commissioners that the Lottery currently spends $11 million per year on Agent                

Communication Network Services. Executive Director Bresnahan explained that while there 



will be an initial startup cost converting to a wireless network, there will be a 40 percent 

decrease in annual recurring costs when the transition is completed. Counselor Egan 

introduced the Lottery’s Director of Operations, Matthew DiFrancesco who will provide 

detail on the technical aspects of the procurement and Director of MIS, Paul Mandeville, who 

will discuss the costing analysis and answer any IT questions regarding the communication 

system the Commissioners may have.  Mr. DiFrancesco began the discussion by explaining 

that the Lottery began using wireless communication technology approximately three years 

ago when KMart was brought on as a retailer. One of the stipulations the retail chain had was 

that they would not allow landline cables to be run into the store, so it prompted the Lottery 

to initiate a pilot wireless program. The program was a success at all of the 16 K-Mart 

locations selling Lottery, so it was expanded. Today, the Lottery has close to 800 wireless 

circuits running, supporting both the ISYS terminals, as well as Player Activated Terminal 

machines. As such, Mr. DiFrancesco stated that he is very confident in moving forward with 

Verizon’s proposal. He went on to say that these wireless circuits have been found to be more 

reliable, as well as less costly than the landline based services.  Mr. Mandeville provided 

details on the cost analysis for the proposals submitted by the two qualified bidders, Verizon 

and GTECH Corporation.   He went on to say that both of these companies offered two very 

different operation models.  Although they both met all of the Lottery’s requirements, 

GTECH’s proposal would require a dramatic change to the Lottery’s current business model.  

GTECH’s price involved a monthly cost which included service and hardware, where 

Verizon included a monthly service cost, but that the Lottery would be required to purchase 

the hardware and also be required to maintain it. Currently, the Lottery purchases the 

communications hardware as well maintains that hardware.  Therefore, the one-time cost for 

Verizon was significantly higher than GTECH’s, but the cost for five years of service plus 

any startup costs for the GTECH proposal turned out to be $2 million dollars more than 

Verizon’s total cost.  Mr. Mandeville then handed out materials detailing the cost structure 

for both companies. Following the presentation, there were no further questions or comments 

from the Commission.  

 

Treasurer Goldberg recognizing there was no further discussion moved the motion to a vote.  

For the reasons stated above and in the meeting materials, the Commission voted 4-0 to adopt 

the motion. 

 

VOTE (3): Treasurer Goldberg asked for a motion authorizing the Executive Director to enter 

a two-month contract extension for the installation and purchase of television monitors with 

Valley Communications Systems, Inc., with an increase to the maximum obligation of 

$47,250.00 and not to exceed $250,000.00. 

 

Counselor Levine made the motion to enter into the contract and Commissioner Salvidio 

seconded the motion. 

 

Counselor Egan explained that this extension is for the installation and repair services of 

KENO and Jackpot Poker monitors at agent locations, and that the Lottery is working to 

bring these services in-house. Executive Director Bresnahan shared that the Lottery has 

worked with Valley since the inception of KENO over 20 years ago, and the relationship has 

been great. As technology has changed, the size and weight of television monitors has been 

significantly reduced and the installation process has become less complicated. After a 



thorough internal review that was conducted last summer, the Lottery came to the conclusion 

that in-house staff had the capability and capacity to undertake many of these services. Over 

the past several months, Valley Communications has been a tremendous partner in training 

Lottery staff to take on these services. Since this training began, Lottery staff has assumed the 

duties of repairing monitors in the field, and is in the final stages of shadowing on the 

installation process.  Executive Director Bresnahan stated the Lottery intends to contract with 

Valley Communications at a much reduced level of service where the Company will 

primarily be used at times when the installation is more complex and requires outside 

assistance.  She pointed out the significant reduction in year-over-year spending with Valley, 

noting that the FY14 contract was approximately $744,000 and the maximum obligation of 

FY15’s contract is $250,000. 

 

Treasurer Goldberg remarked that she found the Lottery’s in-house operation to be very 

impressive. She explained to the Commissioners that the 18 year old machines are repaired 

in-house and in most instances there are no replacement parts available for the antiquated 

machines, so the Lottery has a type of “MacGyver” lab where pieces are glued together and 

fixed to put those machines back in action. She concluded by calling it an amazing operation.  

 

Treasurer Goldberg then suggested that the next Commission meeting be held at the Lottery’s 

Braintree headquarters so everyone could have an opportunity to see operations.  

 

Treasurer Goldberg recognizing there was no further discussion, moved the motion to a vote.  

For the reasons stated above and in the meeting materials, the Commission voted 4-0 to adopt 

the motion. 

 

V. Other matters related to the purchase of goods and services by the Lottery 

 

Comptroller Benison asked if the Commission could take a minute to comment on the recent 

Globe editorial regarding the underage play using the self-service machines. Executive 

Director Bresnahan responded by saying that the Lottery provided information to the Globe 

in preparation for the editorial which explained in detail the significant compliance program 

in place, as well as the continual training and counsel provided to retailers through sales staff. 

Counselor Egan shared that he has a call scheduled with the Stop & Shop Corporation later in 

the day.  He also noted that the Lottery staff has increased communication over the last six 

months with supermarket chains and any other retailer who has a Player Activated Terminal 

(PATs) with additional information pertaining to the machines’ remote locking device which 

allows a manager or clerk to shut down the machine when they see someone suspected to be 

underage attempting to purchase tickets. In addition, the Lottery’s Compliance Department 

also conducts underage stings and plans to increase the frequency of these visits over the 

coming weeks/months. He went on to say that over the last 18 months, supermarkets that 

have been tested all have passed, which is evidence that they are using the remote and or 

vigilant about asking for ID/age verification.  

 

After asking if there is any other business, Treasurer Goldberg sought a motion to adjourn the 

meeting. Comptroller Benison made the motion to adjourn the meeting and Commissioner  

Salvidio seconded the motion.  The motion passed 4-0.  The meeting was adjourned at 

11:17a.m. 



 

 

 

       


